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On False Blocking inRTS/CTS-based

Multi-hop Wireless Networks

Saikat Ray and David Starobinski

Abstract

The RTS/CTSmechanism is widely used in wireless networks in order to avoid packet collisions and, thus,

achieve high network throughput. In multi-hop settings, however, current implementations of theRTS/CTSmecha-

nism may lead to inter-dependencies that unnecessarily prohibit nodes from transmitting over long periods of time.

We refer to this problem as “false blocking.” In this paper, we describe and analyze the false blocking problem

in detail. We show that false blocking can lead to significant performance degradation in a variety of topologies

and, possibly also, to network-wide congestion. We propose a backward-compatible solution to the false blocking

problem, calledRTS Validation. We model and analyze the performance ofRTSValidation under general traffic

and topology settings and show that it achieves a considerable reduction in the probability of false blocking.

Furthermore, we carry out extensive simulations that validate our analysis and show thatRTSValidation stabilizes

throughput at high load and increases its peak value, sometimes by as much as 50%.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Multi-hop wireless networks, often referred to aswireless mesh networks, have gathered significant

interest recently due to their superior coverage, reliability, and performance as compared to simple single-

hop (star) wireless networks [1–3]. A crucial aspect in the design of these multi-hop wireless networks lies
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Fig. 1. Typical throughput curves.

in the medium access control (MAC) protocol technology. The Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)

protocol is often chosen in practice because of its inherent simplicity and scalability. However, pure CSMA

is susceptible to the well-known hidden node problem [4–6]. Hidden nodes cause costly packet collisions

and thus can significantly affect network performance. In order to combat the hidden node problem, a

mechanism known asRTS/CTShandshake is often implemented. For example, theRTS/CTSmechanism

is supported in the IEEE 802.11 family of standards [7], as well as previously proposed MAC protocols,

such as MACA [8] and MACAW [9].

From a network point of view, one of the primary reasons for using theRTS/CTSmechanism is to avoid

performance degradation resulting from frequent packet collisions. Figure 1 depicts a set of conceptual

“throughput versus load” curves. If the protocol is poorly designed, then the peak throughput remains

significantly below the ideal throughput. In some cases, the network may even become congested where the

throughput starts decreasing when the offered load exceeds a certain value, as depicted by the “Congested”

curve. On the other hand, with a properly designed protocol, the throughput achieves a higher maximum

value that is maintained even if the offered load becomes momentarily very high, as depicted by the

“Desired” curve.

The RTS/CTSmechanism generally works well in infrastructure networks, even though it may lead to

unfairness in some situations [10]. However, in the general setting of multi-hop wireless networks, current
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implementations of theRTS/CTSmechanism may give rise to situations where a large number of nodes

are unnecessarily refrained from transmitting packets for long periods of time. We refer to this problem

as “false blocking”. False blocking leads to performance degradation and sometimes even network-wide

congestion whereby the network throughput follows the “Congested” curve shown in Figure 1 instead of

the “Desired” curve. Therefore, theRTS/CTSmechanism fails to achieve its goal from a network point

of view.

We note that congestion induced by theRTS/CTSmechanism is different from congestion that arises in

the familiar TCP context. The latter occurs due to buffer overflow while the former is related to medium

access control, i.e.RTS/CTS-induced congestion can take place even if an infinite buffer is used in every

node.

In this paper, we describe and analyze in detail the false blocking phenomenon in multi-hop wireless

LANs. We first explain the cause of false blocking which is due to the fact that any node that receives an

RTSpacket defers its transmission for an entireDATApacket transmission period without inquiring whether

the DATA transmission is actually taking place. We present plausible scenarios where false blocking can

affect a large number of nodes in the network and create situations akin to deadlocks, via a cascading

effect.

Next, we discuss several approaches for mitigating the false blocking problem including our proposed

solution, calledRTSValidation. A node employingRTSValidation uses carrier sensing over a short period

of time to decide whether it should defer or not after overhearing anRTSpacket. This method drastically

reduces the average length of a false blocking period, namely the period of time a node is unnecessarily

prohibited from transmitting. We note that a method resemblingRTSValidation is included in the IEEE

802.11 standard, as an optional feature [7, Section 9.2.5.4]. However, as we elaborate in Section IV-C,

this optional feature is ineffective in multihop settings, precisely where the false blocking problem is most

severe.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of theRTSValidation method, we introduce a continuous-time Markov
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Chain (CTMC) model to analyze its performance in a general network setting. The analysis reveals that

the probability that multiple nodes in the network are simultaneously false blocked decreases at least

linearly fast (and in many cases much faster) as the false blocking period is shortened. This result holds

for arbitrary topology networks and general Markovian traffic patterns.

We perform extensive Matlab simulations of our Markov chain model as well as NS [11] simulations of

IEEE 802.11 networks, under various topology and parameter settings. These simulations show that our

Markov chain model predicts well the general behavior of IEEE 802.11 networks. More importantly, they

confirm the extent of the false blocking problem in these networks. They also show the effectiveness of

our RTSValidation method in addressing this problem as well as it superiority over alternative mitigating

approaches. In particular, our simulations show increase in network throughput of as much as 50% in

some cases as well as significant delay reduction, as a result of implementing theRTSValidation scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work Section II. In Section III, the

false blocking problem is described in detail. Next, Section IV describes several techniques to mitigate

the impact of the false blocking problem. This section includes the description of our proposed solution,

the RTS Validation mechanism. Section V is devoted to a mathematical analysis ofRTS Validation.

Detailed simulation results studying the effect ofRTSValidation on network performance are presented

in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol was proposed in [12]. The susceptibility of

CSMA to the hidden node problem was noted in [4], where the authors proposed a solution called Busy-

tone Multiple Access (BTMA) protocol. To mitigate the hidden node problem with half-duplex radios,

the Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (MACA) protocol was proposed in [8]. MACA uses the

RTS/CTSmechanism to avoid the hidden node problem, but does not include any positive acknowledgment

to ensuring the integrity of theDATA transmission. A positive acknowledgment scheme was added in the

MACAW protocol [9]. The MACAW protocol also requires nodes to send a packet calledDATA-Send
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(DS) to indicate that aDATA packet transmission is about to begin, however this mechanism is not part

of the IEEE 802.11 standard.

We note that in a general multi-hop network, theRTS/CTS mechanism cannot completely eliminate

DATApacket collisions, due to the masked node problem [13]. This is true even under idealized conditions

such as negligible control packet size, negligible propagation delay, and identical interference and packet

sensing ranges. Nevertheless, theRTS/CTS mechanism greatly mitigates the hidden node problem and

therefore its deployment is generally desirable (this observation is confirmed by our simulations in

Section VI-B.2).

Blocking in wireless network (cf. Section III-B) is discussed in [14], but that work does not mention

the more severe false blocking problem (cf. Section III-C) which was first described in our preliminary

work [15]. The present work significantly adds to [15] by providing (i) a rigorous analysis of the

RTSValidation mechanism; (ii) detailed description and comparison with other techniques for mitigating

the false blocking problem; and (iii) extensive Matlab and NS simulations comparing the performance of

various IEEE 802.11 networks with and without use of theRTSValidation method.

Several recent publications have built upon [15]. For instance, references [16] and [17] propose new

MAC protocols in order to overcome the false blocking problem in sensor networks and wireless LANs,

respectively, and the work in [18] describes how false blocking can be used to mount a denial of service

attack.

III. T HE FALSE BLOCKING PROBLEM

A. Background

We first briefly review salient features of the IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN protocol that are most relevant

to the rest of this paper. The protocol is described in detail in [7].

To mitigate the hidden node problem, the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol supports theRTS/CTSaccess

control method, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. When nodeB wants to send a packet to nodeC, it initially
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Fig. 2. TheRTS/CTSmechanism. The circles depict the range of the nodes. The lower half depicts the time-line. The dark bars below
nodeC andD indicate their blocking duration.

sends a small packet calledRequest-to-Send(RTS). Upon correctly receiving theRTS, nodeC responds

with another small packet calledClear-to-Send(CTS). After receiving theCTS, nodeB sends itsDATA

packet to nodeC. If nodeC receives theDATA packet correctly, it sends anACK back to nodeB. Other

than the source and destination, any node that hears anRTSor a CTSis prohibited from transmitting any

signal for a period that is encoded in theduration field of theRTSandCTS. The duration fields inRTS

andCTSpackets are set such that nodesB andC will be able to complete their communication within the

prohibited period. Each node maintains the deferral periods by an indicator of time called the Network

Allocation Vector (NAV). The NAV may be thought of as a counter, which counts down to zero at a

uniform rate with nonzero value of NAV indicating prohibited period [7, Section 9.2.1]. Assuming control

packets are correctly received by all the nodes, theRTS/CTSmechanism solves the hidden node problem

in the topology of Fig. 2, since nodeD is notified by aCTSwhen nodeB initiates a transmission.

If no CTS arrives in response to aRTSor no ACK arrives in response to aDATA packet, a sender

enters an exponential backoff and retransmits after a backoff interval. The backoff interval after thej-

th attempt (j = 0, 1, . . .) is set tok × 20µs, where the integerk is chosen uniformly at random from

the values(0, 1, . . . , min{2j+5, CW MAX }) . The constantCW MAX is set to 1024. The parameters

SHORT RETRY L IMIT andLONG RETRY L IMIT limit the maximum number of successiveRTSandDATA

retransmissions, respectively (assuming that the length ofDATA packets exceeds the value of theRTS
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Fig. 4. False blocking problem. NodeE is unnecessarily
blocked because of nodeD’s RTS. Therefore, nodeF does
not get any response to itsRTS, which in turn blocks nodeG
and so on.

Threshold parameter [7]).

B. Blocking

We define a node to beblocked if it is prohibited from transmitting at a given instant. In particular,

any node that hears anRTSor a CTSpacket, but is not the destination of that packet, becomes blocked.

A blocked node cannot reply toRTSpackets sent to it. TheRTSsender, however, interprets the lack of

response as a channel contention and enters backoff. We refer to this problem as theblocking problem.

Fig. 3 describes the blocking problem. In this figure, nodeB transmits a packet to nodeA. NodeC

receives bothRTSand CTSpackets and therefore remains prohibited from transmitting. When the com-

munication between nodeB and nodeA is going on, nodeD sends anRTSto nodeC. Since nodeC is

blocked, it cannot respond with aCTS. Therefore, nodeD does not get any response and enters backoff.

In [14], the author briefly describes this problem where it is termed ashidden receiverand exposed

receiver problem. However, the blocked node need not be a hidden or an exposed node. For example,

in Fig. 4, nodeC receives bothRTSand CTS and is therefore neither a hidden nor an exposed node.

Therefore, we prefer to call this problem the blocking problem.
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C. False Blocking

In IEEE 802.11, any node that receives anRTSpacket becomes blocked in order to protect theACK

packet that theRTS-sender is supposed to receive. However, due to this rule, a nearby node may get false

blocked, i.e. it may become prohibited from transmitting even if no other node is actually transmitting.

Specifically, anRTSpacket destined to a blocked node forces every other node that receives theRTSto

inhibit itself even though the blocked destination does not respond and thus noDATApacket transmission

takes place. We call this problem thefalse blocking problem. Fig. 4 illustrates the problem. In this figure,

nodeB is sending a packet to nodeA and therefore nodeC is blocked. While nodeC is blocked, nodeD

sendsRTSpackets to nodeC, but nodeC does not respond. However, nodeE receives theRTSpackets

and prohibits itself from transmitting. NodeE is therefore false blocked.

The simple blocking problem is localized to the neighbors of the blocked node and thus has a limited

impact on the network performance. False blocking, however, maypropagatethrough the network, i.e.

one node may become false blocked due to a node that itself is false blocked. Therefore, false blocking

may affect network performance severely.

Fig. 4 shows a scenario of the propagation of false blocking. As in the previous example, nodeE is false

blocked. Now, nodeF sends anRTSpacket to nodeE and does not get any response. Therefore, nodeF

goes into backoff. However, theRTSpacket sent by nodeF blocks nodeG and so on. Note that a blocked

node remains blocked for slightly longer than aDATA packet transmission time (see Fig. 2). Therefore,

the likelihood that a node tries to communicate with a blocked node is non-negligible, especially at high

network load.

In the rest of this paper, we will use the termsfalse RTSto specify that theRTSwas sent to a blocked

node andfalse blocking periodto denote the duration of time a node blocks itself after overhearing a

falseRTS.
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Fig. 5. Pseudo-Deadlock. Initially nodeA receives a packet from nodeG. This transmission creates the sequence of blocked and deferring
nodes{F, E, D, C}. After G’s transmission is over, nodeA transmits anRTSpacket to nodeB. However, nodeC ’s RTSsent to nodeD
blocks nodeB while nodeA receives packet from nodeG, therefore, nodeA does not get response to itsRTS. Now, every node tries to
transmit to a blocked node and a deadlock occurs.

D. Pseudo-Deadlock

The false blocking problem may not only propagate through a network, but also give rise to deadlock

situations, at least temporarily. Once such a deadlock takes place, the throughput of the nodes involved in

the deadlock goes down to zero. This deadlock, however, may eventually be broken if packets are dropped

after a certain number of attempts. Therefore, we refer to this situation as apseudo-deadlock.

A pseudo-deadlock occurs when the propagation of false blocking takes place along a “circular” path.

Fig. 5(a) depicts such a situation. In this figure, nodeA initially receives a packet from nodeG. NodeF

is blocked during this time because nodeA is receiving. So, nodeE does not get any response to the

RTSpackets it sends to nodeF . Node E’s RTSpackets, however, force nodeD into false blocking.

Subsequently, nodeC does not get any response to theRTSpackets sent to nodeD and, therefore, goes

into a deferral period. NodeB, however, receives nodeC ’s RTSpackets and therefore gets blocked.

Now, nodeA, after receiving the packet from nodeG, wishes to communicate to nodeB. But, when

nodeA sends anRTSto nodeB, nodeB is already blocked and so nodeA does not get any response.

NodeA’s RTSblocks nodeF , though. So, when nodeE sends its nextRTS, it again receives no reply. At

this moment, in the cycle{A,B,C,D, E, F,A}, every second node{A,C, E} is sendingRTSto the next
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node{B, D, F}, which is already blocked and due to thisRTS, the previous node gets blocked. As long

as the blocking period for a node that receives anRTSis greater than the maximum time gap between two

RTSpackets during retries, the nodes cannot come out of this situation and, therefore, this is a deadlock.

Fig. 5(b) shows the timings of each packet.

In the usual situation, one of the nodes will drop its packet after a certain number of retries and the

deadlock will be broken. However, if each node needs to send several packets to the same destination

(that may originate from a higher layer protocol), then the deadlock may persist for a long period of time.

IV. M ITIGATION TECHNIQUES

In this section, we present several approaches for mitigating the false blocking problem. The first

approach, described in section IV-A, makes use of explicit notifications. Unfortunately, this approach is not

backward-compatible with the current IEEE 802.11 standard. The next approach, described in Section IV-

B, relies on increasing the length of backoff intervals. This approach helps somewhat in mitigating the

problem, but is not fully effective. Our proposed solution is presented in section IV-C, where anRTSis

validated using carrier sensing, making it both effective and backward compatible.

A. Auxiliary Control Packets

False blocking is a consequence of the fact that every node that receives anRTS inhibits itself from

transmitting, even if theRTSwas false. Therefore, the most obvious way of mitigating the false blocking

problem is to explicitly notify the neighbors whether theRTSwas false or not. This way, the neighbors

can safely ignore a falseRTS. This can be done by sending additional packets. For example, in the

MACAW [9] protocol, a packet calledDATA-Send(DS) is sent when a node receivesCTS in response

to an RTS. Thus, the neighboring nodes block themselves only when they hear the DS packet. In a

complementary approach, aNegative CTS(NCTS) packet is sent by theRTSsender when it does not

receive aCTS reply [14]. The main drawback of such approaches is that they break compatibility with

legacy protocols and require additional system resources for transmitting auxiliary packets.
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B. Increasing Backoff Intervals

As observed earlier, the false blocking problem is exacerbated when the gap between successive RTS

retransmissions is too short. For example, consider nodesD andE in the scenario of Fig. 4 and suppose

nodeE receives anRTSat time t = t0 and blocks itself until timet = t2, as shown in Fig. 6. If the next

RTSsent by nodeD reaches nodeE at time t = t1 < t2, then nodeE blocks itself untilt = t3. Thus, in

this example nodeE remains continuously blocked for a period that is considerably larger than aDATA

packet transmission time.

This problem can be mitigated by making sure that gaps betweenRTSretries are longer than aDATA

packet transmission. In IEEE 802.11 protocol, this can be achieved by setting theSHORT RETRY L IMIT

parameter to a large value, which increases the maximum allowable number ofRTSretries and backoff

times between them. However, the false blocking period is still at least as long as the transmission time

of a DATA packet. Thus the extent of recovery achievable with this approach is limited, as pointed out

by our simulation results presented in the sequel.

C. RTS Validation

When a node receives a falseRTS, then the correspondingDATA packet transmission does not take

place while the node defers. Therefore, if a node assesses the channel to be idle during the expected

DATA packet transmission period following anRTS, then the node must be false blocked.

Our proposed solution of the false blocking problem, calledRTS Validation, is based on this observation.

A node that usesRTSValidation, upon overhearing anRTSpacket, defers until the correspondingDATA

packet transmission is expected to begin and then assesses the state of the channel. If the channel is

found idle, then it defers no longer, otherwise it continues deferral. Specifically, when a node receives
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Fig. 8. Example scenario where the optional feature of the IEEE 802.11 standard may lead to a packet collision.

an RTSthat is not destined for itself, it defers for nextRTSDefer Time. The RTSDefer Time is set as

small as possible so that theDATApacket transmission is expected to begin at the end of this period, with

allowances for various propagation delays. After this deferral period, the node assesses the channel for

next Clear Channel Assessment Time(CCA TIME) while continuing deferring (TheCCA TIME is the

time required to assess the state of the channel [7]). If the channel is assessed to be busy, the node defers

for an additional period so that the total deferral time equals toRequestedDefer Time, the duration of

deferral requested by theRTS; otherwise it defers no longer. Fig. 7 explains the proposed rule.

With RTSValidation, the nodes that receive anRTSdestined to a blocked node ignore theRTSwhen

the channel is assessed idle. SinceRTSDefer Timeand CCATime are generally much smaller than the

RequestedDefer Time, the likelihood of propagation of false blocking greatly reduces whenRTSValidation

is used. Note, however, that theRTSValidation mechanism may decide to defer even if the corresponding

DATApacket transmission did not begin if it assesses the channel to be busy because of other transmissions.
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The IEEE 802.11 standard includes anoptional feature that resemblesRTSValidation, but does not

effectively address the false blocking problem. This feature permits a node toreset its NAV if an RTS

was the most recent basisfor updating its NAV and no packet reception starts at (2× SIFS TIME) +

(CTS TIME) + (2 × SLOT TIME) after the reception of theRTS (i.e., when the correspondingDATA

packet was supposed to start) [7, Section 9.2.5.4]. This mechanism works well in single-hop topologies.

For instance, it prevents nodes from being unnecessarily blocked in cases where anRTSor a CTS is

dropped by the intended recipient, e.g., due to bit errors. In multihop settings, however, this optional

feature may erroneously allow nodes to transmit and cause packet collisions. For a simple example,

consider the linear topology of seven nodes shown in Fig. 8(a). Suppose nodeA starts transmitting an

RTSto nodeB at time t0 = 0. NodeB successfully receives theRTSand replies with aCTS. At time

t1 = RTS TIME + SIFS TIME + CTS TIME, nodeC hears theCTSsent by nodeB and advances its

NAV to time tB (cf. Fig. 8(b)). Now suppose that at timet2, nodeF starts sending aDATApacket to node

G (following a successfulRTS/CTShandshake). At this point, nodeE is blocked. Now, suppose nodeD

starts sending anRTSto nodeE at timet3, for which it receives no reply from nodeE. ThisRTShowever,

reaches nodeC at timet4 = t3 + RTS TIME and nodeC updates its NAV totD > tB. Then, according to

the optional feature, nodeC checks the medium at timet4+2×SIFS TIME+CTS TIME+(2×SLOT TIME)

and finds the medium idle. Since at this time, theRTSsent by nodeD was the most recent basis for updating

the NAV, it resets the NAV and becomes free to transmit. However, nodeA may still be transmitting at

this time, and if nodeC proceeds to transmit any packet, it will cause a collision at nodeB.

The reason why the optional feature fails in multihop topologies is that the NAV does not contain enough

state information to avoid false blocking without increasing the chance of packet collisions.RTSValidation

effectively addresses this deficiency by keeping appropriate state information for each receivedRTS, and

thus is able to avoid false blocking without increasing packet collisions.

RTSValidation is a backward-compatible approach in the sense that a node that usesRTSValidation

(an “intelligent” node) may communicate with a node that does not useRTSValidation (standard node),
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sinceRTSValidation does not require any change in the packet format or the packet exchange protocol.

However, in a network mixed with intelligent and standard nodes, the intelligent nodes may be able to

transmit more packets since they defer for a much smaller time in the case of false blocking. Note that

this is actually an excellent incentive for nodes to implementRTSValidation.

V. EVALUATION OF THE RTSVALIDATION MECHANISM

A. Motivation

We presented theRTSValidation mechanism in Section IV-C for mitigating the false blocking problem

described in Section III. WhenRTSValidation is in use, a falseRTSblocks the neighboring nodes for a time

that is typically much shorter than the requested deferral time. Although it is intuitive thatRTSValidation

helps mitigating the false blocking problem, the extent of its effectiveness with regard to reducing the

probability of false blocking is not evident. Thus, our goal this section is to develop an analytical model

of the RTSValidation mechanism, applicable to networks of general topology, and derive upper bounds

on the probability that one or more nodes in the network are simultaneously false blocked.

In order to achieve the above goal, we model the network dynamics (e.g. exogenous arrivals,RTS

attempts, etc.) so that it evolves as a continuous-time Markov chain. We assume that the exogenous traffic

load on the network is low enough so that the Markov chain is ergodic (i.e., there exists a stationary

distribution for all of the states). In the sequel, we derive bounds on the stationary probabilities of states

where nodes are false blocked and investigate the behavior of these bounds as the false blocking period is

reduced. Specifically, put1/γ to be the average false blocking period. Then, we show that the probability

that any node is false blocked decreases at least as fast as1/γ, asγ →∞. Furthermore, consider a state

with n ≥ 1 false blocked nodes in the network, each blocked by a different falseRTS. Then, we show

that the probability that the system is in such a state decreases at least as fast as1/γn, asγ →∞. This

result shows that theRTSValidation mechanism drastically reduces the probability of having multiple

false blocked nodes, and thereby pseudo-deadlocks, in the network.
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B. Network Model and Statistical Assumptions

We consider a network ofarbitrary topologywith N nodes. Each node maintains an infinite buffer.

The exogenous traffic arriving to nodei, where1 ≤ i ≤ N , follows an independent Poisson process with

rateλi. We assume thatλi’s are small enough so that the network is stable (that is, queues do not grow

indefinitely). TheRTS/CTSaccess method is used for each packet. The transmission times of the control

packets and propagation delay for all packets are assumed to be negligible. The transmission time for each

DATA packet is an independent exponential random variable with rateµ. The channel is assumed to be

noise-free so that a packet transmission always succeeds unless it collides with another packet (because

of a masked node). Each new packet sent by nodei is destined to one of its neighboring nodej with

probability pij; packet retransmissions are destined to the same node as the original packet. Note that the

results derived in the sequel can easily be generalized to the case where the service times and inter-arrival

times follow phase-type distributions (which in turn can be used to approximate arbitrarily closely any

general distributions with[0,∞) support [19]).

The RTSValidation is modeled in the following way: anRTSdestined for a free node (defined to be a

genuineRTS) blocks the neighboring nodes for the duration of the correspondingDATA transmission time,

but anRTSdestined for a blocked node (defined to be a falseRTS) blocks the neighbors for a random

time that is exponentially distributed with rateγ. The larger theγ, the shorter the false blocking period.

Note that in the standard case (whenRTSValidation is not used) we haveγ = µ, while if RTSValidation

is used, we haveγ À µ.

Finally, we model the backoff mechanism in the following way. Let the transmission queue at nodei

be nonempty, its backoff stage be denoted bywi and t = τ0 be the time when one of these following

events occurs: (i) the channel becomes idle, (ii) anRTSattempt is unsuccessful; i.e., noCTS is sent for

thatRTS, (iii) a DATA transmission ends. Then nodei schedules anRTStransmission after a random time

τ that is independent and exponentially distributed with rateσwi
. At time t = τ0 + τ , if node i senses the

channel idle, it proceeds with theRTSattempt; otherwise it repeats the process. The backoff stagewi is
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reset to 0 after a successfulDATA transmission and incremented by 1 after an unsuccessfulRTSor DATA

transmission. The constantσwi
depends on the backoff stagewi and can be set to match average backoff

times of the IEEE 802.11 protocol. The maximum backoff rate is denoted byσ∗, i.e. σ∗ = maxwi
σwi

. It

is worth mentioning that backoff times being exponentially distributed can be arbitrarily long (although

with very small probability). Thus, pseudo-deadlocks as described in Section III will always be broken

eventually.

C. The Markovian Structure

In order to show that the network dynamics can be modeled using a Markov chain, we first characterize

the state-spaceS and define the variables that collectively determine each states ∈ S . In states, for

each nodei, qi(s) is the queue-length andDi(s) the ordered array of the destination nodes for the packets

in the queue;wi(s) is the backoff stage;ti(s) is the transmission indicator, i.e.ti(s) = 1 if node i transmits

in states, ti(s) = 0 otherwise;ui is the success indicator, i.e. ifui(s) = 1, then the current transmission

did not undergo any collision, and ifui(s) = 0, the transmission collided.

Now, define anRTS(a CTS) to be active at nodei in states if node i is blocked in states due to

this RTS(CTS, respectively). Then,rtsij(s) is the genuineRTSindicator, i.e.rtsij(s) = 1 if a genuine

RTSsent by nodej is active at nodei and rtsij(s) = 0 otherwise;ctsij(s) is the CTS indicator, i.e.

ctsij(s) = 1 if a CTSsent by nodej is active at nodei, andctsij(s) = 0 otherwise.

The falseRTSpackets are counted network-wide. We define a falseRTSto be active in states if one

or more nodes are false blocked because of thisRTS. We letf(s) denote the total number of active false

RTSin the network in states, andBj (j = 1, . . . , f(s)) denote the set of nodes that are blocked by the

j-th falseRTS(the ordering of falseRTSis arbitrary). For convenience, denote the collection of the sets

Bj by B = {Bj : j = 1, . . . , f(s)}. By convention,B is empty forf(s) = 0.

Using the above variables, we can then define a state as followss = (qi, Di, wi, ti, ui, rtsij, ctsij, f,B :

i, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1). Now, letX(t) denote the state of the network at timet. Then, one can prove that

the stochastic process{X(t), t ≥ 0} evolves as a continuous-time Markov chain over the state-spaceS
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with stationary probabilitiesπ(s), wheres ∈ S . This is because the time spent by{X(t)} in each states

is exponentially distributed (as the minimum between various independent and exponentially distributed

random variables) and at a transition instant, the transition probability from states to any states′ is a

fixed probabilitypss′, where
∑

s′ 6=s pss′ = 1. The probabilitypss′ is given by the ratio of the transition

rate from states to states′ to the total rate out of states. A detailed description of the state transitions

and their rate is deferred to the Appendix. The most important point for the following is that, after each

transition, the active falseRTScountf can increase by at most 1, if there is an unsuccessfulRTSattempt,

or decrease by at most 1, if the blocking period associated with a falseRTSexpires.

D. Effectiveness of the RTS Validation Mechanism

We now quantify the reduction in the false blocking probability resulting from the use of theRTSVal-

idation mechanism. Assume that there exists at least one node in the network that can be false blocked;

otherwise the false blocking probability is trivially zero. Our main result then is as follows:

Theorem V.1 The probability that there are at leastm ≥ 1 concurrently active false RTS in the network

is O(1/γm), as γ →∞.

To make the connection with the probability of having false blocked nodes in the network, we define the

notion of separatednodes. Two nodes in the network are separated if no other node can block both of

them by sending one falseRTS. Similarly, a set of nodes are separated if they are mutually separated. By

convention, a single node is considered separated. It is a sufficient condition for two nodes to be separated

that they do not share any common neighbor, although it is not a necessary condition (see, for instance,

the example of Fig. 5(a) where nodesB, D, andF are all separated). Havingn separated false blocked

nodes implies that the number of concurrently active falseRTS, m, must satisfym ≥ n since no two

separated nodes can be blocked by the same falseRTS. We therefore have the following corollary.

Corollary V.2 The probability that there aren ≥ 1 separated false blocked nodes in the network is

O(1/γn) as γ →∞.
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In general, a set of separated false blocked nodes can be chosen in many ways, e.g., we can choose a

maximal set to find the greatest decay exponentn. Note that the presence of false blocked nodes in a

network always impliesm ≥ 1 since, in the worst case, a single falseRTSblocks all the nodes. Thus,

another corollary of Theorem V.1 is the following:

Corollary V.3 The probability that there are one or more false blocked nodes in the network isO(1/γ),

as γ →∞.

From the above results, we see that asγ is increased, the probability that there are false blocked nodes

in the network goes to zero. Moreover, the higher the number of false blocked nodes, the faster the decay

if the nodes are separated. Thus increasingγ as much as possible is a very effective way of mitigating

the false blocking problem. TheRTSValidation algorithm proposed in Section IV-C precisely achieves

this goal.

The key for proving Theorem V.1 is Proposition 1 stated below. In preparation for this result, define

classCk to be the class of states wherek false RTS are concurrently active. More precisely,Ck =

{s ∈ S : f(s) = k}. Then, the following holds:

Proposition 1 The stationary distributionπ for the Markov chainX(t) satisfies

∑
s∈Ck

π(s) ≤ A(γ)
(Nσ∗)k

k!γk
. (1)

Here, 1 ≥ A(γ) ≥ 0 denotes the probability that there are no false blocked nodes in the network.

Proof: We use induction onk. For k = 0, the L.H.S of (1) is equal to sum of the probabilities

of the states wheref = 0. Sincef = 0 implies that there are no false blocked nodes and vice versa,

∑
s∈C0

π(s) = A(γ), which establishes the base case.

We now show that if the proposition is true fork = K, then it is also true fork = K + 1. The

proposition then follows for allk by induction. Towards this end, recall that in the Markov chainX(t),

the active falseRTScount can change only by at most 1. Therefore, for any transition from states to
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Fig. 9. Conceptual Diagram Showing the State Space structure of the Markov ChainX(t).

states′, we have|f(s)− f(s′)| ≤ 1. Thus, if s ∈ Ci, s
′ ∈ Cj and |i− j| ≥ 2, then there is no transition

from states to states′. So the state-space can be viewed as a graph shown in Fig. 9, where there are

transitions only between the states that belong to same or adjacent classes.

Now we observe that from any state inCK+1, a transition to a state inCK occurs due to the expiration

of one of theK + 1 falseRTS. Thus, such transition occurs with rate(K + 1)γ. On the other hand, any

transition from a states′ ∈ CK to a states ∈ CK+1 increases the active falseRTScount and occurs with

rate σwj
for some nodej that is at backoff stagewj. We let C̃K(⊆ CK) denote the set of states from

which a transition occurs to a state inCK+1. The setC̃K is nonempty because of our assumption that at

least one node in the network can be false blocked.

Now consider a contour that encloses the states belonging to the classesC0, C1, . . . , CK , as shown

in Fig. 9. We remind that the stationary distributionπ satisfies the balance equation across any closed

contour. In this case, the only transitions across this contour are from a state inCK to a state inCK+1,

and vice versa. Thus, the balance equation across the contour takes the form

∑

s′∈C̃K

(∑
w

σwnw(s′)

)
π(s′) =

∑
s∈CK+1

(K + 1)γπ(s) (2)

The constantnw(s′) denotes the number of nodes in states′ that are in backoff stagew and transmits

falseRTSpackets. Note that, for any states′, we have

∑
w

σwnw(s′) ≤ Nσ∗. (3)
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Now, since
∑

s∈CK+1
π(s) ≤ 1, the R.H.S, and hence the L.H.S of Eq. 2 is bounded by(K + 1)γ. Thus,

the sums involved in Eq. 2 are absolutely convergent (since all the terms are positive), and therefore we

can perform term-by-term operations. Then,

(K + 1)γ
∑

s∈CK+1

π(s) =
∑

s∈CK+1

(K + 1)γπ(s) =
∑

s′∈C̃K

(∑
w

σwnw(s′)

)
π(s′) (4)

≤ Nσ∗
∑

s′∈CK

π(s′) ≤ Nσ∗A(γ)
(Nσ∗)K

K!γK
(5)

Here, the second equality in Eq. 4 is due to the balance equation (Eq. 2), the first inequality in Eq. 5

is due to Eq. 3 and the fact that̃CK ⊆ CK , and the second inequality in Eq. 5 is due to the induction

hypothesis. From (5), we get
∑

s∈CK+1

π(s) ≤ A(γ)
(Nσ∗)K+1

(K + 1)!γK+1
. (6)

Therefore, the induction hypothesis is true fork = K + 1, which proves the proposition.

We complete this section by proving Theorem V.1.

Proof: [Theorem V.1] From Proposition 1, the probability of having at leastm active falseRTSis

∑

k≥m

∑
s∈Ck

π(s) ≤ A(γ)
∑

k≥m

(Nσ∗)k

k!γk
. (7)

Note that the sum is always convergent. A simple upper bound for the R.H.S of Eq. 7 is given by

(Nσ∗)m

m!γm eNσ∗/γ = O(1/γm).

VI. SIMULATION

Our analysis presented in Section V showed that theRTSValidation mechanism effectively reduces the

probability of having false blocked nodes in the network. As a result, we expect significant increase in

network throughput and reduction in delay. In this section, we perform detailed simulations to quantify

these performance gains. We first present Matlab simulations, based on the Markov chain model of

Section V-B, and evaluate the impact of parametersλ and γ on the network throughput for a ring

topology. We then carry out simulations usingNS [11] for IEEE 802.11 wireless networks, for a ring and

a general large random topology. We evaluate the performance of these networks with and without use
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Fig. 11. Simulation of the Markov Chain model: throughput versus exogenous traffic loadλ.

of RTSValidation. We also evaluate the effectiveness of increasing the time betweenRTSattempts (by

modifying the value of theSHORT RETRY L IMIT parameter) versus usingRTSValidation.

A. Simulation of the Markov Chain Model

In this section, we present simulations results for the general Markov chain model model described in

Section V. We assume that packet lengths are exponentially distributed with parameterµ = 62.5 so that

the mean packet transmission time is 16ms. This value corresponds to the transmission time of a 2000

bytes packet at 1 Mb/s rate. Backoff intervals are exponentially distributed with rateσi, for any backoff

stagei ≤ 6, andσi = σ6, for any backoff stagei > 6. We setσ1 = 3125 s−1 so that the mean backoff

time in the first backoff stage is16 × 20µs = 320µs and σi+1 = σi/2 for the subsequent stages, where

1 ≤ i < 6.

The simulation uses the ring topology shown in Fig. 10 that consists of 10 pairs of nodes. Each node
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Ai transmits packets to nodeBi using theRTS/CTSaccess method. This topology allows us to isolate the

effect of theRTSValidation mechanism from other factors that can affect the throughput. In particular,

simulation results are not affected by unfairness issues that can arise in asymmetric topologies. In addition,

there is no masked node in this topology, and thereforeDATA packets do not collide [13]. Also, it is easy

to calculate the ideal network throughput for a ring topology, which can serve as a reference for our

results.

The simulations are carried out for various values ofγ. For each given value ofγ, we let λ increase,

starting from a small value until the network saturates. The simulation outcomes are shown in Fig. 11. We

define the throughput per node to be the average number of successfully transmittedDATAbits per second

per node. Note that, in the ring topology, the throughput per node is upper bounded by half the channel

rate (500 Kb/s for 1 Mb/s channel rate), since both nodesAi+1 and Ai cannot transmit simultaneously,

and thus they must share the channel. The figure plots the throughput versus the offered loadλ at each

node forγ = µ, γ = 2µ and γ = 10µ. For each value ofγ, the simulation is run for sufficient time so

that 100,000 packets are generated in aggregate.

We now discuss the results. Whenγ = µ, which can be considered to be the case whenRTSValidation

is not used, we see that the network can at most deliver a throughput of only about250 Kb/s per node.

However, when we increaseγ to 2µ by usingRTSValidation, the maximum throughput per node increases

to about350 Kb/s. Whenγ is further increased to10µ, the maximum throughput per node approaches

410 Kb/s. We thus conclude that even a moderate increase inγ, resulting from the use ofRTSValidation,

can result in a very substantial increase in throughput. This result confirms thatRTS Validation is a

very efficient means of recovering the network throughput lost due to the false blocking problem. Note

that according to the IEEE 802.11 specification, the implementation ofRTSValidation as proposed in

Section IV-C is equivalent to usingγ ≈ 50µ (the result obtained for this case is very similar to that

obtained withγ = 10µ).
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TABLE I

KEY NS PARAMETERS.

Routing protocol DumbAgent
Propagation model TwoRayGround
Data rate 1 Mb/s
Carrier sense threshold 2.5× 10−10

Receiving range Threshold 2.5× 10−10

Packet size 2000 Byte/500 Byte
RTSThreshold 0
LONG RETRY L IMIT 4

B. Simulation of IEEE 802.11 Networks

Our next goal is to determine the effectiveness ofRTSValidation in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.

For this purpose, we have created a simulation environment using theNSsimulator [11], which simulates

wireless networks based on the IEEE 802.11 standard. Table I summarizes the main parameter settings.

In particular, the data rate is set to 1 Mb/s and theRTSThreshold is set to 0 so that theRTS/CTSaccess

control method is always used. Since the standard distribution of NS does not implementRTSValidation,

we have added this capability to NS.

In order to uncouple the impact ofRTSValidation from other effects, such asDATA packet collisions,

we will first consider the ring topology of Fig. 10. The effectiveness ofRTSValidation in a large random

network is explored afterwards.

1) Ring Topology:

a) Throughput and Delay:In this set of simulations, we used the default NS settings. In particular,

the SHORT RETRY L IMIT parameter is set to 7. The arrival process at each nodeAi (cf. Fig. 10) follows

an independent Poisson process with rateλ.

Fig. 12 shows the simulation outcome when the packet size is fixed at 2000 byte. We find that with the

standard protocol, the maximum throughput per node is only about 260 Kb/s. On the other hand, when we

useRTSValidation as described in Section IV-C, the maximum throughput per node becomes about 400

Kb/s. Thus,RTSValidation is able to increase the maximum throughput by about 50%. It is important to

point out that the increase in throughput occurs at all load values as we expect from the analysis presented

in Section V. Indeed, the difference starts becoming visible fromλ = 0.2 Mb/s onwards. Also note the
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Fig. 12. Ring topology: throughput vs.λ.
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Fig. 13. Ring topology: throughput vs. delay.

similarity between Fig. 12 and Fig. 11. This results confirms that our analytical model accurately captures

the behavior of the IEEE 802.11 protocol.

We next evaluate another important performance metric, the packet delivery time, or simply delay.

Suppose a packet enters its transmission queue at timet1 and let the packet be received successfully at

time t2. Then, the delay for this packet is defined to be(t2 − t1). The delay calculation includes only

successfully transmitted packets. In Fig. 13, we plot the throughput versus mean delay, which is also
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Fig. 14. Effect of changingSHORT RETRY L IMIT .

known as theoperating curve[20, Page 366]. The operating curve provides a visual depiction of the

efficiency of a protocol: the lower the curve, the better the protocol. It is clear from Fig. 13 that the

protocol with RTSValidation is superior to the standard protocol. Note that the offset of about 18ms

at the bottom of the figure is due to the minimum time needed to performRTS/CTShandshake and the

transmission of aDATA packet.

b) Effect of modifying the backoff interval:Our next goal is to study the effect of increasing the

backoff interval between successiveRTSattempts on the network throughput. For doing so, we vary the
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SHORT RETRY L IMIT parameter. By increasing the values of this parameter, we increase the maximum

allowable number ofRTStransmission attempts as well as the average backoff interval.

Fig. 14 shows the behavior of the network throughput forSHORT RETRY L IMIT set to 3, 5 and 7.

For each value ofSHORT RETRY L IMIT , we carry out simulation both with and withoutRTSValidation.

The packet size is fixed to 2000 bytes. The most interesting point to note is that ifRTSValidation is not

used, then the throughput tends to zero at high load, for small values ofSHORT RETRY L IMIT . Thus,

the network behaves as a congested network. An intuitive explanation is that for a small value ofSHORT

RETRY L IMIT , the network rapidly enters the pseudo-deadlock situation described in Section III-D. We

remind that to avoid such pseudo-deadlocks, the backoff interval must be larger than the deferral time

requested by theRTSpackets, which is about 16ms in this case. This condition is satisfied forSHORT

RETRY L IMIT =7, for which the maximum size of the congestion window becomes approximately 20ms,

but not for SHORT RETRY L IMIT equal to 3 or 5, where the maximum congestion window is about 2.5

ms and 10ms, respectively.

On the other hand, when we useRTSValidation, we see that the effect ofSHORT RETRY L IMIT is

much less pronounced. This is because whenRTSValidation is in use, the false blocking period is very

small, and any deadlock situation cannot persist for long. Thus, the throughput maintains its peak value,

even for small values ofSHORT RETRY L IMIT . However, increasing the length of backoff intervals does

improve the peak throughput that the network can achieve withRTSValidation. Thus,RTSValidation

and increasing backoff intervals should be considered as complementary approaches. Note that increasing

SHORT RETRY L IMIT beyond a value of about 10 does not appreciably improve the achievable peak

throughput, as shown by the simulation results presented in Table II. Note that setting too high a value

for SHORT RETRY L IMIT is undesirable as it could lead to head-of-the-line (HOL) blocking problems.

c) Effect of changing the packet size:When channel noise is negligible, larger packet size generally

leads to higher throughput since the packet overhead is lower. However, our simulations show that this may

not always be the case when false blocking is present. They also illustrate that the solution of increasing
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TABLE II

PEAK THROUGHPUT WHEN INCREASINGSHORT RETRY L IMIT .

SHORT RETRY L IMIT 7 9 11 13 15
Peak Throughput WithRTSValidation (Mb/s) 0.41 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.43
Peak Throughput WithoutRTSValidation (Mb/s) 0.27 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.34
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Fig. 15. WithoutRTSValidation: increasing packet size decreases throughput.
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backoff intervals alone is not robust.

Fig. 15 plots the throughput as a function of the traffic load for three cases, each without use of

RTS Validation. The first case is for 500 byte packets andSHORT RETRY L IMIT =3. The saturation

throughput (i.e., the throughput at very high load) is only about 60% of the peak throughput in this case.

Next, for the same packet size, we setSHORT RETRY L IMIT =5, and find that the saturation throughput

and peak throughput become equal. This could lead to the belief that increasing theSHORT RETRY L IMIT

parameter is enough to avoid network congestion. However, if we now increase the packet size to 2000

bytes, we find that although the peak throughput increases, the saturation throughput vanishes. We thus

observe that, due to false blocking, a network can become congested when the size of packets is increased.

WhenRTSValidation is used, the above situation does not arise, as shown in Fig. 16. Here, asSHORT

RETRY L IMIT increased from 3 to 5 (with packet size of 500 bytes), both the peak throughput and

saturation throughput increase (note that the axes in Fig. 16 are different from those of Fig. 15). Moreover,

the performance improves as the packet size is increased to 2000 bytes, which is the desirable behavior.
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2) Random Network:Our analysis presented in Section V is valid for arbitrary networks and predicts

that RTS Validation reduces the probability that the network is in a state with false blocked nodes.

Therefore, we expect the number ofDATA packet transmission to increase whenRTSValidation is used.

However, in a general network, not all these transmissions are successful due to masked nodes [13],

thereby limiting somewhat the gain in throughput.

We simulated a network with 200 nodes spread randomly over a2000× 2000 m2 area. The nodes are

initially distributed on an uniform grid and then the coordinates of each node is perturbed by a Gaussian

distributed random number with zero mean and 37.5 variance. Fig. 17 shows the resultant network. The

transmission range of each node is 200m. The channel is assumed to be noiseless so that a receiver can

always decode a packet unless the packet overlaps with another transmission by a node within its range.

The propagation delay is assumed to be negligible. The nodes remain static. These simulation settings

allow us to separate the effects of false blocking from other causes of performance degradation, such as

channel fading, propagation delay, and mobility.

We used the same network configuration in all the simulations to avoid fluctuations in the simulation

outcomes resulting from topology changes. Each node in this network independently generates a traffic

of 2000 byte packets. Packets at each node are generated independently according to a Poisson process

with average rateλ. For each new packet, one of the neighbors of the source node is selected at random

(uniformly) to be the destination. In order to isolate the effects of routing mechanisms from medium

access issues, the destination of each packet is only one hop away. Each node uses a single First-In

First-Out (FIFO) queue of infinite size. Therefore, the simulation results are not affected by the issues

of finite buffer size. For each value ofλ, the simulation is run for a sufficient amount time so that the

network generates 200,000 packets on aggregate. We used default parameters of theNS. In particular, we

haveSHORT RETRY L IMIT =7. We simulated the network both with and withoutRTSValidation.

The simulation outcomes are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. In Fig. 18 we plot the throughput, counting

only the successfully transmittedDATA packets. TheRTSValidation mechanism is again successful in
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Fig. 19. Random topology: delay vs. throughput.

increasing the peak throughput considerably: from about 8.7 Mb/s to about 10.8 Mb/s, a 25% increase. As

a reference, we also show the network throughput ifRTS/CTShandshake is not employed at all. In this

case, we see that the throughput is only about 5 Mb/s. As a matter of fact, about 80% of the transmitted

DATA packets collide when we do not useRTS/CTShandshake. This demonstrates the need forRTS/CTS

handshake in multi-hop wireless networks.

The operating curves for this network is shown in Fig. 19. As we expect, this figure clearly shows that
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the RTSValidation is much more efficient than the standardRTS/CTSaccess, and the basic access mode

performs the worst.

In summary, our simulations verify that theRTSValidation mechanism is a very efficient solution to

the false blocking problem that improves both the peak and saturation throughput, as well as decreases

delay under diverse situations. Moreover, we found that the solution of increasing backoff intervals is

neither robust, nor efficient; however, when used in conjunction withRTSValidation, it reinforces the

effectiveness ofRTSValidation.

VII. C ONCLUSION

The RTS/CTSmechanism is widely used in multi-hop networks to avoid collisions caused by hidden

nodes. In current implementations of this mechanism, any node that receives anRTSor a CTS packet

inhibits itself from transmitting without using any further information. In this paper, we have shown

that this approach leads to false blocking, where a node may become prohibited from transmitting even

if no nearby node transmits. Moreover, false blocking can propagate throughout a network resulting in

a large number of false blocked nodes in the network and even pseudo-deadlocks. Through extensive

simulations on various network topologies, we have shown that false blocking can significantly impact

network performance, e.g., by considerably reducing the peak throughput. Furthermore, in some cases,

the throughput may start decreasing as the offered load exceeds a certain value. Therefore, theRTS/CTS

mechanism may congest a network instead of stabilizing it.

We have discussed multiple approaches for mitigating the false blocking problem including the solution

of increasing backoff intervals, and our proposed solution,RTSValidation. TheRTSValidation is a simple

backward-compatible solution: a node that usesRTSValidation defers for an entire packet transmission

period if DATApacket transfer begins, but defers only for a short time if no transmission takes place when

DATA packet transmission is expected. We have modeled and analyzed the reduction in false blocking

probability resulting from the use ofRTS Validation in networks of arbitrary topology. The analysis

demonstrates thatRTS Validation is an efficient solution that sharply reduces the probability of false
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blocking.

By means of simulation, we have evaluated the effect ofRTSValidation on network throughput and

delay. The simulations show that the use ofRTSValidation improves the network performance in at least

three aspects: it stabilizes the network throughput at high load; it increases the peak throughput by as

much as 50%, and it significantly reduces the average delay. We have also found from simulations that the

solution of increasing backoff interval alone is neither efficient nor robust. However, when implemented

in conjunction withRTSValidation, network performance is further improved.
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APPENDIX

In Section V, we introduced a continuous-time Markov chain framework that allows to model the

qualitative behavior of general IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. In this appendix, we describe in detail the

state transitions of this Markov chain.

It is convenient for this purpose to define some auxiliary variables. LetBi be the set of neighbors of

nodei. We let bi(s) = 1 be the blocking indicator of nodei, i.e. bi(s) = 1 if node i is blocked in state

s, bi(s) = 0 otherwise. Clearly, nodei is blocked either because of a genuine or falseRTS or a CTS or

if one of the nodes in its neighborhood is transmitting (nodei may not have heard theRTSor CTS if it

were masked). Mathematically,bi(s) = 1 if and only if eitheri ∈ Bj for someBj ∈ B, or rtsij = 1 (for

somej), or ctsij = 1 (for somej), or tj(s) = 1 for somej ∈ Bi.

We defineNi(s) (⊆ Bi) to be the set of nodes that can hear a control packet sent by nodei in state

s. In other words, these are the neighboring nodes of nodei that sense the channel idle in states, i.e.

j ∈ Ni(s) if and only if ∀ k ∈ Bj, tk(s) = 0.
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Type From State s To State s′ Rate Event
1. qi qi + 1 pijλi An exogenous arrival at nodei, with nodej as the destination.

Di Di
j⇐, j ∈ Bi

2. qi qi − 1 µ Completion of a successfulDATA transmission by nodei.
ui = 1 ui = 1

wi wi = 0
ti = 1 ti = 0

rtsji, j ∈ Bi (rtsji − 1)+

ctsjdi , j ∈ Bdi (ctsjdi − 1)+

Di Di
di⇒

3. qi qi µ Completion of an unsuccessfulDATA transmission by nodei.
ui = 0 ui = 1

wi wi + 1
ti = 1 ti = 0

rtsji, j ∈ Bi (rtsji − 1)+

ctsjdi , j ∈ Bdi (ctsjdi − 1)+

4. qi > 0 qi σwi An unsuccessfulRTSattempt to nodedi by nodei.
wi wi + 1

ti = 0 ti = 0
bi = 0 bi = 0
bdi = 1 bdi = 1

f f + 1

B B Ni(s)⇐ ,
uk, k ∈ Vi uk = 0

5. qi > 0 qi σwi A successfulRTSattempt to nodedi by nodei.
ti = 0 ti = 1

ui ui = 1
bi = 0 bi = 0
bdi = 0 bdi = 1

rtsji, j ∈ Ni rtsji + 1
ctsjdi , j ∈ Ndi ctsjdi + 1
uk, k ∈ Vi ∪ Vdi uk = 0

6. f > 0 f − 1 f · γ Completion of thej-th false blocking period.

B B
Bj⇒

TABLE III

THE TRANSITIONS OF THEMARKOV CHAIN X(t).

Next, we denotedi(s) to be the destination for the packet at the head of the queue at nodei. Thus,

di(s) is the first element in the arrayDi(s).

Finally, let Vi(s) denote the set of vulnerable nodes around nodei in states. These nodes are receiving

a packet in states and any transmission from nodei will destroy this packet. Clearly,j ∈ Vi(s) if and

only if node j is in the neighborhood of nodei and nodej is receiving a packet from another nodek.

Mathematically, these conditions translate intoj ∈ Bi, j = dk(s) for somek and tk(s) = 1.

With this notation, Table III show all the transitions possible out of any state. There are four events

that cause a state transition: (i) an exogenous arrival at a node; (ii) anRTStransmission attempt, which

may or may not be successful; (iii) completion of aDATA packet transmission, which may or may not
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have collided; and (iv) completion of a false blocking period. So, there are six types of transitions for

each nodei, i.e. at most6N transitions can occur out of a given state. However, not all transitions are

possible out of each state. The variable values in the second column defines the conditions which must

be satisfied for that transition. For example, a node can send anRTSonly if it is not blocked in that state.

So, we must havebi = 0 for a Type 4 or Type 5 transition. The third column defines the new state. The

rate of transition is shown in the fourth column, and the fifth column describes the event that causes this

transition. We use the notation(x)+ to denotemax{0, x}. The insertion of the integerj at the end of

the arrayDi is denoted byDi
j⇐, and the deletion of the first element from the arrayDi is denoted by

Di
di⇒. Similarly, B Ni(s)⇐ denotes the insertion of the setNi(s) in the collectionB, andB

Bj⇒ denotes the

deletion of thej-th set fromB. The destination of each new packet sent by a node is chosen with a fixed

probability among its neighbors, but other Markovian policies can be accommodated similarly.
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